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As the title says, to be an Anti-Pedophile is to be Anti-Semitic and Anti-Judaism by default. As one of the basic doctrines of Judaism, Islam and all related ilk, is how the violation of your children is normal and healthy.

Many people say they are anti-greed, anti-pedophilia, anti-crime and so forth. But they never get in depth of who really does commit these crimes and atrocities the most. Well most people on earth can fall by error, but to hard-code something like pedophilia in your culture of thousands of years. It is obviously alien and disgusting.

The jews pretend to have 'adapted' but they have changed not even one letter from their culture. And it all comes from THEIR culture, not just some random propaganda against them by their so called 'enemies'. All the enemies of the jews really did was re-affirm into the open what the jews already have in their own culture.

I made this documentary sometime before.

[Note: HP HoodedCobra's documentary has been taken down since this sermon was written. Please refer to the following links as a substitute.]

1. Date Line to Catch a Predator - Jewish Rabbi David Kaye
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xt6MmzRRYk0

2. Rabbi Arrested for sex slavery cult and child abuse

3. FBI arrests 17 Jewish Rabbis in New Jersey charged with trafficking human organs and baby parts

Exposing the above. Here you will see a Rabbi admitting that about half the rabbis are all pedophiles by systematic default. It's like something normal for them. He obviously acts as an outside agent to cover probably a full percent of all of them rabbis being pedos or something. And the Rabbi is the ((("holiest"))) and most 'jewish' of all the people that are called jews.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B6vzAUsFaU4&t
Where it fits, the jews disassociate the crimes from the criminal (such as poor islamic radical rapefugees who can bash your skull open and rape your family or nation), and where it fits, they make the 'criminal' and the 'crime' one, such as the oy vey very dangerous cases of uhm, anyone with a white skin whoever did criticism or think badly of the jews, based on the reality of being jewish.

If you are anti-pedophilia, you are anti-jewish by default. The same goes for many other depraved things. It's about time those who bring these matters into this world have the rotten seeds they bring to be judged with them.

Justice for all, or for nobody
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